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Pass the boat through the cold waters of the seas and encounter one of the oldest sharks swimming in the
waters of Greenland! Take advantage of the new trolling. As you sail among the icebergs in the cold

waters of the Arctic seas, you may encounter one of the oldest sharks known to man! This old predator
lives in icy water, not afraid to step on drifting ice floes and ice fields. This shark, which is called the

Greenland blue shark, is about 3 meters long and weighs about 240 kilograms. You can encounter this
huge animal very easily if you take a boat in the northern waters. But remember: this is a very dangerous

animal.
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Farm House Life of the Land … … as told by a farm girl to her grandson! A little boy once came up to me
after I’d opened the barn gate and asked, “Is there an apricot tree?”. “Well”, I said, pointing through the

gate to the next paddock, “there’s an apricot tree, and a peach tree, and a plum tree, and here’s the
pump, and here’s the fodder cup, and there’s the henhouse, and over there’s the horse pasture, and

yonder’s the dairy cow … where’s the barn?” The little boy glanced suspiciously at the henhouse. “Which
one?” he asked. “Er, the big one,” I replied. A silence descended as the little boy stared at me, awaiting an
answer. “And the hayloft?” I couldn’t think how to make the word sound familiar to him. “The hayloft?” he

repeated, his eyes widening with realisation. “Yes, of course. We always call the big one the barn.” The
universe once told me to choose between being a lawyer or a farmer. Never have I been less enthusiastic

about the choice. c6a93da74d
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